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Abstract

""Methods of rating A.A. projectiles with regard to fragmentation
efficiency are discussed. An expression for the probability of hitting
a small projected area of an airplane is derived and also an expression
for the probability of hitting the fuselage or wings. From these it
appears that the fragmentation efficiency varies as the product of the
number of effective fragments and their effective range.
It is shown
that with the present fire control eauioment, the probability of a
direct hit at high altitudes is au'greattam the probability of hitting
the pilot. This result suggests the use of supersensitive fuzes
instead of time fuzes for arming A.A. shell, even those of 3r caliber
and larger,

In

the Ballistic Laboratory Report No.

125 entitled,

"1A Comparison of Antiaircraft Guns of Various Calibers",

it

was assumed that the r'btio of the effectiveness of two shell
is the mean of the rat.os
of their
weights and the numbers

of their fragments,

It was pointed out in the report

that

this assumption was doubtful and was made because of
inadequate knowledge,
It is the purpose of this
report

to deduce expressions for the probability of hitting
various parts of an airplane for the purpose of throwing
additional light on the efficilency of projectiles
as
dependent upon their caliber and fragmentation.
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In Report No. 127, 'The Probability of Hitting an
Airplane as Dependent upon Errors in the Height Finder
and Director' , it was considered that a 'hit' is obtained
when the burst is contained within a volume of dimensions
This assumption was in
a, b, c, enclosing the airplane.
accordance with the current procedure in antiaircraft
target practices in the U.S, Army.
According to this
,a burst is rated as a 'hit' if the burst is in such a
position with respect to the center of the airplane a8
to produce at tho airplane a fragment density, p,
greater than .16 fragments per sq. ydo*
It is obvious
that for rating the general efficiency of antiaircraft
fire, the mere evaluation of the probability of a 'hit'
as defined above would be inadequate since (1) this
procedure involves a discontinuity, in the probability
of hittingat the surface corresponding to p = .16 (2)
considers the aiplane as a point and b3) makes no
e-stimate of the probable damage to the pilot or airplane,

Sthe

We proceed to outline, a method for evaluating the
probability of disabling an airplane.
The first
step is
to determine the probability of hitting various parts of
airplane; the second step is to determine from engineering or other considerations the parts of the airplane a.
fracture of which will cause the structural or other
failure of the airplane,
For example if the bomber is
hit, the airplane will fail as a bomber,
If the gas
tank is perforated, a leakage of gas will- occur,
If certain members of the framework. of the fuselage or wings are
broken by a fragment, the fuselage will break in two,
In
the following we shall discuss in detail the probability of
hitting various parts of 'the airplane but shall, mention
only incidentally the effectiveness of a hit by a fragment
in disabling the airplane,
Probability of hitting a small projected area
We first
consider the probability of hitting a small
projected area, that is, an area projected on a surface
normal to the trajectories of the fragments,
Such a projected area might represent the pilot or the bomber,
It is
assumed that the dimensions of the area are small compared
with the dimensions of the effective side spray so that

*

There is no authoritative source for the belief apparently widely
entertained, that a fragment density of .16 will necessarily disable
the airplane,

"-2-'

except at points very close to the burst,
within the side spray.

placed
1

the area can be

We define certain symbols representing the charaoteristics of the fragmentation and. target etc.
Symbol,

Definition

A

=

r

=

N

Unit

Projected area of target

yd

Distance of area from
point of burst

yd

Number of effective
fragments
Solid angle of the side
spray

9

Remarks

2

This is considered
to be, a function
of r.
radians

The fragments are
considered to be
distributed at
random in this
solid angle. The
nose spray is
neglected.

In Ballistic Research Laboratory Report No. 127, it is
shown that the probability of placing a burst within a box
of dimensions and volume a, b.,. c in the neighborhood of the
airplane is
.0195 a b c

a2
ahad SR3t2 W W cosaf

However, as was mentioned on page 3. of Report 127,
this expression was derived on the assumption that the
time of flight, t, is. correctly given,
On account of errors
*

In this
S
R
t
WE,!
W

=
=
=
=
=

present slant range
future slant range
time of flight
angular velocity of airplane in elevation
angular velocity of airplane in azimuth

Ef = angle of elevation
a.
constant proportional to probable error of height finder
ad
constant proportional to probable error of director.
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in the height finder, however, in general the time of
flight will not be correctly given.- Revision sheets for
In these it will be shown
1.27 are being prepared.
that the error in the time of flight, At, due to errors
in the height finder is Approximately

If allowance is made for this error,, At, n the' time
of flight it may be shown that the probabibity that the
burst lies within the box of dimensions a, b, c is

00191
2

ahad 8 R

3

a bc

W cose,~

(l'a)
2

ah

St(
R

21

)J

be independent of. the "
Since the probability .. 'ld
shape of the volume we repreosent it by

f d\
in which f is the cofactor of a b. c in (la) and dV,ie the
elementary volume in the elgihborhood of the airplane' or
the projected area°
We now consider the, elementary volume, dV, to be, In,
the neighborhood of )the burst and state that the probability
This seems
that the small area A lies within dV is f d.V
The probability
to follow from principles of relativityo
(1a) is simply the probability that certaln, components of!
the distance between burst' and airplane. lie within certain
It is immaterial whether we consider the airplane
limits,
fixed and the burst movable or vice ver'sa.
We represent the elementkry volume ,.dV by Q r 2 dr in
whichý 9 is the solid angle of 'the side spr'ay., Hence. the
probability that the target lie~s within the solid angl~e of
is:'
the" side spray at a distance between r-and r +.dr

f Or drjxib
Consider a target of. projected area A contained
within the solid angle 9 at a disjtL&oe r from theý burst•..

4-Y

We proceed to co'mpute the probability that such a target
will be hit by at least one effective fragment,
If N i6 the number of effective fragments from one
shell within the side spray of solid angle, Ri,at a distance
r from the burst, the number of effective hits per sq. yd.
at a distance r will be
N
for a single shot,
2

r.

Since the number of hits per sq. yd. is.

N 2 it is
9r' 2
assumed that the probability of pitting a small element of,
NdA
the area, dA, is
N--2
Hence the probability that dA will
not be hit is

(1 -

A-)•

The total area A is

assumed to

be equal to ndA where n is a large number.
The probability
that none of the elementary areas dA will be hit is
iN_ ft

1*NndA

2

N2 n(n-l)dA

(2)

2-----+ 2 2

Q2I

by the binomial theorem.
Since n is a large number (n-l)
does not differ from n appreciably,
Also ndA
A, #ence
we may write (2), as

-NA
2

~r'
n2

-N
This is

nNA
=2l

r2

1
2.+ NA

=
oo .=69r.

the probability that A will, not be hit; the

probability that it

will be hit at leasT, once is

1-N
We now assume that a

are fired,

verk large number of shots M

Since the probability that the target will be

in the volume,
3rý2 dr is ýQr 2 dr, the number of times in
which the target will beý in this volume is
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fM• r 2 dr,

Since the probability of at least one hit i4b

"-NA
(1-e
for a single shot, the 'number of times the target will. be.
hit at least once when it lies within the volume

-NA
gri s £MQ (1,

ýt d.

e

The number of times the targe~t will :be hit at least once. for
all positions of the target will be
S-NA
fMf•2 jI

)r

-,

dr

(d)

o

ct.P.
The probability of at least one hit is defined as the
ratio of the number of t!imesthe target is hit at least
once to the total number of shots° Hence the probability,
p., of at least one hit is given by
A-NA
f

9)r

dr

•A=f...e.rr

r=

f(l

er2'r2'
Qo

-

)r

o

(4)

If N Is known as a-function of r the integral of (4) can be
evaluated. numerically.
When more information is available
of the penetrating power of fragments of various A.A.
projectiles as dependent on.distance the integrals in (4)
will be determined.
For the present to obtain an approximate
result, we assume that all
the fragments N are effective
withih a range re but are ineffective for r> reo Thus re
is the effective range of the fragments,
For r >re, N = 0
and for r <re, N = Consto The exponrent of e inQ(4.s therefore zero for r> re and the integra&.,Is thereforezero for
r> re.- Henoe
i
*

M

There is a certain error in this re~sult because expression (la) holds
only if the target is near the point Of burst. However, the range of
the fragments is comparatively small' and N will be zero for large
values of r. Hence expression (3) is approximately correct.

* -6-

f

r 1e

r

dA

In the Appendix the- intdgý ral of (4a.) is evaut
wi th the res~ult tha t

.2;A'N
e

fragments hitting a targe1ý A.'placed at the, extreme eOffectlvo
range of the fragments, re is small compared *ith Uxfilty.
It the area A iae 1 sq. yd.1, or less 'this condi-tion J84hOud' be
fulfilled in practic 0 O this assumptin weqb~tai

*

h
rbblt
With a given f and A,, P 'v~aies eN 5
is a measure of the effect~ivenessa of a *obell'it attack~ing
the target A. From this defin'ition'it fOllows that the
effe'~tiveness of,a, shell in, attacking a small targetf A,ý
is proportioifia3 to.Nre and the. effectivenesg per lb0. is
proportiom I to

where :m is the mass of'- the shell.

Probability of hitting vulnerable pa~rts, of the Fuselagt
or the wings
As, was remarked' on.Dage~ the dimensionae of an airplane.
will usuall~y be large compa~re'd with the dimesilons 'of the.
effective side spray. Hence in consi~dering the probabili-ty
of hitting parts of the fuselage or the wihgd'.we- shouldnot consider the airplane a~s a point0 For purposea of
computation we consider the airplane as made up..of two
at right angles, to each other, one, crllnder`:
representing the fuselage, and the other the wings 1(see
figure 1).

Icylind~ers

Fig.

I.

1

We assume a projectile with its axis parallel to the
The distance of the projectile from
axis of the fuselage.
the fuselage is denoted by r and its distance from the
The volume of-a ring surrounding the fuselage
wings by xo
of inner and outer radii r and r+dr respectively and thickness
dx is approximately
2rrr dr dxo
It follows from the argument of page 4 that the
probability that the point of burst will lie within the
ring is f 2mTr dr dx, and if a very large number of shots,
M, A)i fired, the number bursting inside the given ring
will be.
f M 27T r

dr dxo

The side spray is supposed to be bounded by two cones,
the difference between the semi-vertex angles of which is
designated byP . Fop brevity, 0 may be called the angle
of opening of the side-spray,. It is evident with a given
position of the burst the length of fuselage, s, over

which the fragments will be distributed will be approximately P r. If the diameter of the fuselage is h the
probability that a fragment will hit the fuselage within
By the reasoning WdNh d,
an elementary distance ds is
used to establish equation (4) it then f'ollws that the
probability that the fuselage will receive at least one hit
for a given burst is

-N~rh
2

-Ngh
•2

••

•

=1- e

Ie

o

Thus the number of times, the fuselage will receive at least
one hit from the shell Tihich burst in the ring of volume'
21 r dr dx is
2Tr fM(l

-

e

) r dr dx,

The number of times the fuselage will be hit at least once
from bursts in all of the. rings surrounding it will
-_•h
therefore be

0

0

2rr f M.r, i

-Nf~h
e'

r dr

0o.

9

Dividing the number
is the length of the fuselage.
if
of times the fuselage is hit by the total, number of shots,
M, the. probability of at least one hit on.the fuselage, pf,
is given by

pf

is

2'nf

f(l - egr

)r dr.

(5)

If it is assumed that the number of effective fragments
constant up to re and zero for r> re we have
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-Ne
pf

217ff (1-

eUr

)r

dr.

.(5a)

0

It

is shown in

the app3ndix that if
-N-h is

small compared with unity, as will

e
frequently be the case,.
Pf

As before,
one hit is

it

f N Qh re.

(5b)

is

found that the probability of at least
proportional to N re and that hence the efficiency
er

per lb. will be proportional to

Mr 0
"

It should be noted, that the axis of the shell is parallel
to the axis of the fuselage.
If the axis of the shell were
parallel to the wings, the probability of at leaot one hit.
would be much smaller.
Eqia•tions (4). (4a) (4b) ,
(5) and
(5b) are bAsc&.aisd on the'implioit assumption that the
effective range of the fragments is considerably less than
the probable errors of the coordinates of" the predicted
position as dependent upon the errors of the height finder
and director.
If such is not the case, equations (4) and
(5) etc. will-exaggerate the probability of at least one hit.
F.'or the case where the axis of the projeotile is parallel
to the wings, the expression for the probability P, of hitting
the wings has the same form as the expressions given above
for the probability of hitting the fuselage when the axis of
the shell is parallel to the fuselage.
Variation of PA,

Pf and Pw with the Caliber

The value of Nmin equations (4b) and' (5b) depends upon
the nature of the targetsince N is byr definition the number
of fragments at the giveh distance, r, capable of penetrating
or perforating the target.
For-the human target (unless
protected by armor) and the gas tanks fairly small fragments

S-10-

should be effective at short' ranges.
For the heavier
parts upon which the structural
strengths of'.the wings
and fuselage depend only much large rfragments will be
effective.
In view of the. fact
that the personnel are
protected to some extent by the wall or sheathing of the'
fusela ge and the ga, tanks by the .'sh'thing
of the wing,
it is reasonable To assume, .in the, absence of precise
experimental data) that only fragments large enough to be

caught on the No. 3,soreen (opening of dimensions .23"x .23")
will be effective.
Data coneerning the number of fragments, N, large
enough to be caught one.lheN-o- 3 screen for the 75 mm shell
T-J,
the 105 mm shell MI andthe 155,mm shell TlEl are given
below.*
Average Wt.
of fragment
lbs.

Shell

N

75 mm

533

105 mm

980

.023
.027

134o

.056

155 MMf

Wt.

Of Shell
lbs.

14.7
33
95

re,
range,
effective
If it is assumed that' the average
Is
range
and that.,the
for the 75 mm shell is 50 ydc.ý
proportional to the average weight of the fragments, we
obtain for Nre and Nre for: the three shell, the following:
m
Shell

Nre

Nrem

75 mm

26,700

1,820

105 mm

57,500o

1,750

155 mm

i64,OOO

1,720

It appears from the above that as the caliber Increases from 75 mm to 155,-rmm the efficiency per lb."remains
nearly constant.
That this result should be obtained on the assumption
that re is proportional to the'average weight of the fr&gments
follows approximately ft'omi'elementary conaideratione
*

Pata on the 75 numshell T`3 obtained from:Report No.' 126 by N. A. Tolch

The report on the 105 mm shell Iy .notyet completed.
• These are the assumed ranges at ý6ormal air density, The range should
be inversely proportional. to the'density.
tDnta.on the 155 •. ehAfe!c-re,,1ly •?ovided by Picatinny Arsenal.

• "'
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Let
m = mass of loaded shell'

me = mass. of empty shell
m = mass of fragments too small to be caukbt
3
on screen No. 3
The product Nre isaproportional to me-m3 since N is the
number of fragments large enough to be caught on screen #3
and re by hypothesis is proportional
to the average weight
M -- M
of the N fragments,

i.e., to
Nre

.

We may write then

k(m-m)
.e 3

If the ratio,
in which k is a factor of proportionality.
bursting charge/mass of shell, is a constant, e.g., a, then
Nr
m

m
n.r.
kre -=
k(M
m

a

m

the
Obviously as m
3 caliber and the mass of the shell increase,

the ratio

should decrease,

i.e.,

the proportion

of the shell consisting of small fragments should decrease.
Nre
Hence-i- should indrease with the caliber.
That it appears
.to decrease slightly is due to the fact that 'a' increases
somewhat with the caliber in shell of current design.
This
could be offset by reducing slightly the bursting charge
of the larger shell, Such a reduction, however, would
reduce the initial velocity of the fragments.
In deducing
the results given above, it was tacitly assumed that the
initial velocity of the fragments is the same irrespective
of caliber; actually the initial velocity of the fragments
of a large caliber shell should be greater than those of a
shell of smaller caliber.
This increase in velocity with
caliber
should more than bffse~t the. slight reduction of
Nre
-• with calibei' as given in , the table on page 11.

As mentioned in the foregoing to attack the heavier
parts upon which the structural strength of the wings and
fuselage depends, it appears likely that much larger shell

-12,

than 105 mm would be re-qu ired-but'.how large is not de-.
finitely known. Furthermore, .if the ptlot were given
armor protect'-on, larger fragmente--even ,t,han those produced by a 105 mm eshell wouild. probably be required.'to.
penetrate It.
Nueia

rsls'r_ý,.for-various-conditions.'

We calculate the pr'oba'bility t'hat 'the pilot-with A-i
will be hit by a fragmen't' for various conditions 'Using.
equation (4b) of which thý '
Is' given by the co-`fkctor'.of_6
3.lXlO
h
"a b c in (1a) under various conditions with a~
"ad~.1 as follows,
Altiydi,

Present
Slant
range

10,000

19,250

150

00oming
3o

10,000

18,?50

150

3 0b

5,000

9.100

50

30"

5,000

9,100

50

300

tude

Air
Speed
yd/uec

Course

Projectile

3" WcIX

30*

149

105 ~mmi MI

30

980 .170ý

15

1429

ý15

980 '100.

mlk Ix
"

Q5 M Mi

probability of at leasl .one hitwe
fire control apparatus* are -small

Time.
N**
of
Flightý

teros

r
li1

PA

1314

4900
T7,000

"go

10

cfýh

In'the deduction, of.,equations (4b) aInd (5D, 1%t was,
tacitly assumed that the probable*errorns-of 1Sec:dbt~ddAnates
ý'~~g
of the predicted future .posi'tion ýof., the'&rln
compared with the effective-range of .the' fragments9.. *"If'the
shell are not larger than'105;, Mmand tbkerr'ihh
predicted future position are as 'great a8 those'-obtaitied-.
with existing fire on'trol-equipment' at 'altitude~a greateri
than say 10,000 ft., this assumption iswpob~bly,0ret
If' the fire control apparatuis Is, ,improved'or tbe' shell.'
are larger, or both, the as-eumptIon ma~y no longer ,belo.orrect.
To take account of the, reductidn in the.,probability thAt a
a would require a verytge'eat 1muzzle v*oioci-ty.~
SAssuming the fragmenoV,cautght on th43srenaefetie
SThese ranges nmae allowan-we ýfor. the -reduced.bdr - ensity., See footnote
on page xj"L
*Thi

hit will occur in a given volume dV as the distance r
from the airplane increases, we takeW approximately in
place of (lb)
r2

r 2 dr0

f Qe

(6)

In this 9477a is a sort of mean of the probable errors
of the three coordinates of the predicted future position.
By the &id of (6) we obtain in place of (4)

2
: f

QeQ r

ea

r2 dr,

0

and in

place of (4a)

-NA

re

PA =f

(I

-fer

r2'"

) e C%r 2 dr.

(7a)

We shall not attempt to evaluate (7a) in general terms
as.the.mean probable
but merely point out that in the limit
error .477a approaches 0. the target will. certainly be hit
of the
if any part of it is included on the solidangle
In other words, if the precigion.of the fire
side spray.
control apparatus and the ammunition are "suOioiently high,
is indetndent of the
the probability of at least
one hit
However,
of the projectile°
fragmentation characteristics
control
great improvement will have to -be made In the fire
apparatus before such a condition arises.
Although with the-present fire
control apparatus, the
hit will. not be indepethoent of the frag-4
f
mentation characteristicoe of" the projectile, nevertheless
as the caliber increases 'hb.&as suwption'that the effective
range of the fragments is always small 6omnpared with :the
probable errors of the coordinates of the. predicted position
It is estimated that at a slant range
will cease to hold.
of l0,O00 yds'., and an airplane
of 15,000 ydso, an altitude
pr

speed of 300 miles/hour about I% of the fragments of the
_--05 mm shell MI will have ranges exceeding the mean probable error of the coordinates of the predicted position;
as the caliber increases the proportion of such fragments
will increase and for such shell equation (4a) will overestimate the probability of hitting..
Hence when the caliber
reaches a certain magnitude the efficiency per'lb,
in
attacking personnel will begin to diminish, although the
efficiency per lb. in attacking the striiture
of the airplane
will continue to increase until
a larger caliber is reached.
Because of lack of the fundamental data,-an accurate estimate
cannot be made of the caliber at which the efficiency per lb.
for attacking personnel and structure respectively begins to
fall
off.
It is probable that for attacking personnel no
.appreciable loss will occur with thM present fire
c'ontrol at
high altitudes
and a 300 mi/hr. air
speed until
the caliber
exceeds 4°7" while for attacking the structure, the-efficiency
per lb. will continue to increase until
the caliber reaches S"o
The probable error in the predicted position increases
with the slant range, the speed of the airplane and time of
flight
and decreases as the precision of the fire
control
instruments increases.
It follows that for great slant
ranges, long times of flight
and high air
speeds the
optimum caliber is larger than for shorter ranges and times
of flight
and lower air
speeds.' The optimum caliber for a
speed- diminishes
and air
given slant range, time of flight
control increases,as the precision of the fire
control instruments in attacking
With the present fire
an airplane having a high speed, flying at high altitudes,
the efficiency per lb. for attacking the structure of the
airplane probably continues to increase until
an 9" caliber
is reached.
It is not at all
certain, howeger, in view of
the results
available, that even an 8" shell would be able
by its
fragmentation to cause a wing to fail or the fuselage
to break in two.
In view of this
uncertainty it would seem
preferable to depend upon attacking the personnel
the gas
small caliber.. 47" or
tanks etc., by shell of relatively
less depending upon the fire
control apparatus, the altitude
etc.
On the other hand.if a relatively.light
armor protection were provided for the pilot,
bomber and vital
parts
like the bomb sight, fuel lines, etc., the effectiveness of
the 4.7" or smaller shell would be very much reduced and to
make the .airplane vulnerable, larger and larger, shell would
have to be used as the amount of armor protection is increased,
Probability of a direet hit

on an airplane flying overhead

ineffectiveness of the fragments
In view of the relative
of a shell- against airplanes, it
is interesting
to computethe probability of a direct
hit.
If a shell were armed with.
a supersensitive fuze with a delay of about .0005, the explosion would occur inside the structure of the wing Or
fuselage and would in all
probability disable. the airplane
immediately.

y,
of
in
be

Consider an airplane flying at a constant alti'tude,
as shown in figure 2 on page .17 with the, future position
Let the'probable errors
the airplane in the X Y plane.
the x and z coordinates of the predioted future position
"
It is apparent from the figure that
6x and 6z,

R Ar
Ax

sinr"

z

=cost
RRA

given
From the results
using the notation of Report-127.
It is'apparent
il,
p.
in Hayes' 'Elements of Ordnance'
hit
on an airplane of
that the probability Pd of a direct
plan area, Q, is

,4772
.7Xy

.072 g

Q eint.
0
.072

02

R2

f"

provided there are no systematib errors in the fire.control
As shown on page 12 ,of report .127 (Addendum).
apparatus.
a-a

[e)2]
+

In

view of this,

d

we obtain

add
2

-072 Q tan P.,
2ah

a

.
2

(8a)

If A represents the projected area of the pilot
we obtain,
by aefragment frob,
the pilot
p(A the probability of hitting
value as given by (•la)
(4b) on substituting for f its

-.

Fig. 2

60

-

.,01.95-NA r'e
[2
(h..
0ha f
ad

afl

We obtain for the ratio:,

Pd
PA

3'7 ab Sh Q sinstk,

Sb2SRQshn
N
.01,95

the airplane, it-flying nearly ov'erhea4 at art

ISuppose6

a~ltitude: of 10)000 yds., then, $:zR
*Fori

.10,t000, an4 sint.=,..I

a mtodern. bomber we take Q the plan area as 150 ,yd, Folr
the 105 mm shell,counting the fragments c4aug
o the:
number 3screen, w~e :have N =9O
WeasJe that
J7 y
-low air density)-. Upoin substituting in,we obtai

Pd

3.7 x 3,1.x, 10
PA960

i610~ ic 1A

x 17:0;

If the'altitude were' reduced to 5000 'yd. othe r condition~s being equsal we shou~ld obtain;

This com~parison seems to neglect tboPdbb.lt of
hiýttin-g other parts of . th6 airplane besides',the'ýpilot.
It appears.,.howevexr, that for attack by fragmentO. the
pilot is- the most vulnerable: *Part of the. Ai~'pliin'e 0 While

the fragments may puncture the gas tanks, such punctures
should not caUse the bombing mission to be abandoned
immediately although they might cause an eventual forced
landing.
The probability of the fragments cutting the
control cables or damaging the engine seriously is small
-and, as remarked, the fragments of shell of a 105 mm
caliber are incapable of materially damaging the structural
framework. of the airplane.
The, probability of hitting the pilot pA was calcujated
on the assumption that the pilot is not protected by armor.
If he is protected the probability pA would be very muchL
reduced.
Furthermore the. probability of a direct hit, pd
would be just as great with a smaller shell, eogo, a 3" d)
one, if the time of flight were equal, as by a 105 mm shell.
On the other hand if g&eat improvements are made in the
height finder,. a great increase in the probability of
hitting the pilot by fragments would ensue,
It appears
from the foregoing that t'o attack airplane~s flying at high
altitudes it would be much better with the present height
finder to employ high velocity shell of sthall caliber armed
with supersen.sitive fuzes than to employ shell of much
larger caliber armed with time fuzes.
There seems to be
little
doubt thaR an explosion of a shell as small as oneof a 3" caliber within the structure of the wings or fuselage
would immediately disable the airplane.
On the other hand
unless great improvements are made in both the director and
height finder, attempts to attack an airplane flying at an
altitude of 10,000 ydso and an air speed of 300 mi/hr by
shell armed either with time or percussion fuzes. will have
little
chance or success (see *table on p, 13)o
Resume
It is pointed out that there is no authoritative basis
for the widely held belief that a 'hit' will necessarily

disable an. airplane,

There tr, a need fo

heý d-evelopment

of a method for estimating the probability of disabling an
airplane0
The probability of hitting a small projected area,. A,
and the'probability of hitting the fuselage for a favorable
orientation of the axis of the shell are computed.
It is
shown that both these probabilities are approximately pro-.
portional to Nre in which. N is the number and re the average
effective range of the effective fragments.
On certain more
or less-plausible assumptions, it is shown that even in
attacking unprotected personnel a 105 mm shell should be
as efficient per lb. as a 75 mm one,
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The c6*nclusion that the efficiency per ibo is practically independent of the caliber is based on the assumption
that the probable errer'of the predicted position is
greater than the effective range of the fragments.
As the.
precision of fi're increases this condition no longer holds.
It follows that for attacking personnel and vulnerable
parts of the airplane by fragments the optimum caliber

should increase as the range., time of flight and air speed
of the airplane increase and decrease as the pr-cision of
the fire control increases 0
The caliber of the shell should
of course increase as the armor protection increaaes,
The probability of a direct hit is com'putedo It.!is
shown that with the present height finders the probability
of a direct hit at high altitudes eog., 10,000 yd. is about
as great as the probability of hitting the pilot by a
fragment of a 105 mm shell for a given time of flight.
In view of this result,, it is suggested that to attack
airplanes at high altitudes especially'if they.provide armor
protection for the pilot, shell of relatively small caliber
armed with supersensitive fuzes should be employed,
Recommendations
As pointed out on page 6,. to evaluate accurately the
probability of hitting a small target, it is necessary to
know N the number of effective fragments as a function of r.
the distance from the burst 0
It is recommended that a
program be initiated to determine the function N.(r) for
projectiles of various calibers and types acting against
dummies variously clothed and protected by armor, and
against structures of the sorts 'to be found on airplanes,
In view of the fact that With the present fire control
.t high al- 4
at
apparatu~s th- probability of a direct h
appears to be as great .s the.probability of. hitting the
unprotected pilot by a fragment o0f a 105 mm shell, it is
...
........
that. s.
eriou.
. c s
^....
on••be r '
"the
advisability of',the development of an antiaircraft artillery
firing shell armed with supersensitive fuzes having A delay
of about 00005 sec; While such an artillery would probably
be less effective on the whole than the existing type against
unarmored airplanes; against airplane's providing armor
protection for the pilot and other Vital parts, the
shell armed with the impact fuze.s, should be more effective
than those armed-with time fuzes,

R. H. Kent
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"B" Evaluation of
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Integrating by parts. successively,
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The integral,
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2.r 2
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e-ay

re

re
.e

Y
e-ay dy

ad

abedvlpdit
can be developed into

a convergent series with a remainder integral, whjich is
expressed as a .divergent but summable series.
Let ay= t
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